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1. Introduction 
In order to measure the complexity of languages, the rational index was introduced 
by Boasson and Nivat in [1]. The rational index of a nonempty language L is a 
function PL of N--{0} into N. The asymptotical behaviour of this function allows 
to classify languages [2, 3, 4]. More precisely, let n bca positive integer. For each 
rational language K recognized by a finite nondeterministic automaton with n 
states and not disjoint with L, let us consider 8L~K : the length of a shortest word 
in Lc~ K. Then pL(n) is the max imum of 8L~r for all such/C 
On the other hand, the restricted Dyck language DI* is the set of all well- 
parenthesized words in {a, b}*, considering a and b respectively as left and right 
parentheses. Then Boasson, Courcelle, and Nivat have shown [2] that O(n2)~ 
pD~.(n)~ O(n 3) and conjectured that pD~.(n)= O(n2), which we shall prove here. 
2. Definitions 
• [x] will denote the integral part of a real number x. 
• x -y  [m] means that x and y are congruent modulo m. 
• Throughout this paper the expressions less, negative, positive, shorter, and higher 
are understood strictly. 
• {w I will denote the length of a word w. 
• Rat , (X)  will denote the set of regular languages on an alphabet X, recognized 
by a finite nondeterministic automaton with at most n states. 
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• Let L be a language on the alphabet X. The rational index of L is the function 
PL of N--{0} into N defined by the formula 
PL(n) = max{min{] w I: w ~ L n K }, K ~ Rat,, (X), L n K ~ ~}. 
• Let x be in X and w be a word in X* .  Iwlx will denote the number of occurrences 
of the letter x in w. 
• A word f in X* is a prefix (respectively suffix) of w i f fg  = w (respectively g f= w) 
for some g in X* .  
• PR(L) (respectively SU(L)) will denote the set of all the prefixes (respectively 
suffixes) of words in L 
• Let w e {a, b}*. The height of w is the difference between the number of a's and 
the number of b's in w: h(w)=lwlo-lwl , 
• The restricted Dyck language D~* is the context-free language generated by the 
grammar G= ({a, b}; {S}; S; {S-~ aSbS+e}) .  Di* is the set of all well-parenthe- 
sized words, i.e., of all words w in {a, b}*, such that 
(1) h(w)=O,  
(2) for any prefix f of w, h(f)>~0. 
• A word u is called a subword of a word v if u=xlx2 . . .x , ,  and v= 
yoxly lx2y2. . ,  y,,_ix,,y,, for some n and some words Yo, xl, y~, x2, Y2... Yn-~, xn, 
and y,. 
• A path in an automaton from a state q to a state q' is called a loop if q = q'. 
• A path u is called a subpath of a path v if u=x~x2. . .x , ,  and v= 
yox~y~x2y2.., y, _ix,,y,, for some n, some paths Xo, x~, . . . ,  x~, Yo, Yn and some 
loops y~, Y2, . . . ,  Yn-l. Then the label of u is a subword of the label of v. 
• The height of a path is the height of its label. 
• The height of a particular state in a path is the height of the prefix of this path 
ending at this state. 
• A simple loop is a nonempty loop that does not go twice through the same state. 
• A path or a loop is said to be positive, negative, or null according to its height. 
• A path x is called an upper (respectively lower) subpath of a path y if x = x~x2. . ,  xn 
and y = yoxly lx2Y2. . ,  y,,_~x,,y,, for some n, some paths x~, x2 , . . . ,  xn, Yo, Y, and 
some nonpositive (respectively nonnegative) loops y~, Y2, . . . ,  Yn-1. 
• A subpath that is a loop is called a subloop. 
• From the definitions it is obvious that if x is a subpath of a subpath of y, then x 
is a subpath of y. And similarly, if x is an upper subpath of an upper subpath 
of y, then x is an upper subpath of y. 
3. Lower bound of pnl.(n) 
We state that pDi . (n )~ L½(n+ I )2 ] -2 .  To prove this we only have to build an 
automaton ~ with n states, accepting a regular language K such that the length of 
a shortest word in DI* n K is L½(n + 1)2] - 2. 
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Fig. 1. 
Case 1: n is odd (n>l ) .  Let 92 be as is shown in Fig. 1, with ½(n+l) edges 
labelled a and ½(n + 1) edges labelled b. Let w be in D~* n K. The path in 92 accepting 
w is a mixture of A times the left loop labelled a ('+1)/2, /z times the fight loop 
labelled b("+~)/:a, and once the direct path labelled b ( " -w:  from the initial state to 
the final state. Thus: 
Iwl-- x½(n+ 1)+/z½(n + 3) +½(n - 1), 
h(w)= A½(n+ 1) -  tz½(n- 1 ) -½(n-  1)=0. 
This last relation rewrites A½(n + 1) = (/z + 1)½(n - 1). Since ½(n - 1) and ½(n + 1) are 
two consecutive integers, they are relatively prime. Hence X = z,½(n - 1) and p + 1 = 
v½(n + 1) for some 1, ~ N -{0}. Hence, Iwl = v½(n + 1) 2-2.  Thus we have proved that 
if w is in D~*n K, then its length is at least ½(n+ 1)2-2. Conversely, by setting 
1,, = 1, we can get Wo = (a(n+l)/2)(n-1)/2(b(n+l)/2a)(n-l)/2b (n-l)~2. 14;0 is in D~* ca K and 
[wol =½(n+ 1)2-2. Hence, Wo is a shortest word in D~*n K. 
Case 2: n is even (n > 2). Let 92 be as is shown in Fig. 2, with ½n edges labelled 
a and ½n + 1 edges labelled b. In a similar way we can prove that if w is in DI* n K, 
then ]w] = u [½(n + 1)2J - 2 for some v ~ N-  {0}, and that Wo = a n/2(n/2+l)-I bn/2(n/2+l)-I 
is a shortest word in DI* n K. 
b b 
Fig. 2. 
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4. Method used to bound pDi.(n) 
Let heN-{0} be fixed. We shall prove that pDi.(n)<--2n2+4n. Let ~[ be a 
nondeterministic f nite automaton with n states accepting K such that D~* n K ~ ~. 
Let w be a shortest word in D~*:~ K. If [wJ >~ n 2, then, using w, we shall build a 
word w'= au~/3v~y in D~* c~ K such that: 
• a/3y and auvy are subwords of w, 
• O<.h(a)<n, 
• -n  < h(y)<~O, 
• lull< n, h (u )>0,  
• Ivl<~n,h(v)<O, 
• p=gcd(h(u) , -h (v ) ) ,  
• Ja/3yJ--< n(p+2) ,  
• h(a/3y)-O[p] ,  
• au*/3v*yc K, 
• au*cPR(D~*),  
• v*yc  SU(D~*). 
We shall first define u and v, and then a,/3, and y. Then we shall define A and 
as the least integers making sure that w'¢ Di*. At last we shall prove that a + t~ +P <~ 
2n +2. Hence, 
I~'1 <~ 1~/3yl + x lut÷ ~ I~1 <~ (p + 2) n + ~n + ~n <~ 2n 2 + 4n. 
5. Arithmetical lemmas 
[,emma 1. Let p ~ r~-{O}. Let ml , m2, . . . ,  mp e Z. Then there exist k ( k >~ 1) of these 
numbers uch that m~, + mh + • • • +mik ~ 0 [p]. 
Proof. Let s i=~=l  mj for i=1 ,2 , . . . ,p  and So=0. At least two of these p+l  
numbers have the same residues modulo p. Let si and Sk (with i < k) be two such 
k 
numbers.  Then  we have ~j=~+l mj = s k -- s i E 0 [p] .  [] 
Lemma 2. Let t, s, m and M be four real numbers uch that s > 0 and 0 < m ~ t ~ M. 
Then t+s / t<~max(m+s/m,  M+s/M) .  
Proof. Let us consider the function Ira, M]~R: t~t+s/ t .  Since it is convex, it 
reaches its maximum at the bounds of [m, M].  [] 
This lemma will be used in a few cases: 
- i f l~x<~ n, then x+n/x~ n+l ;  
- i f2<~x~ < n, then x+2n/x~ n+2;  
- if l~<x, l<~y, and xy~n,  then x+y~< n+l .  
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6. Construction of a ,  u, fl, v and ~/ 
From now on we shall use the notation of Section 4. We shall also identify a path 
and its label. Let c be a path in 9.I from the initial state to a final state labelled by 
W. 
Lemma 3. Two occurrences of  a same state q in c have different heights. 
Proof. If  a state q appears twice in c with the same heights, then the loop between 
these two occurrences has height 0 and may be removed, giving a path shorter than 
c labelled by a word in Di* ~ K. This is a contradiction since w is a shortest word 
in D~*nK.  [] 
Lemma 4. I f  Iw[ >i n 2, then c contains a state with a height greater than or equal to n. 
ProoL By Lemma 3 there are at most n 2 states in c with a height less than n. Since 
c has at least n2+ 1 states, the result holds. [] 
Lemma 5. I f  x is a path in ~ such that h(x)>~ n, then x has a positive upper 
subloop. 
ProoL The last state of x has a height greater than or equal to !1. Hence, x has 
states with heights O, 1 , . . . ,  n. Let qi be the first state in x with height i, for 
i = O, 1 , . . . ,  n. q0, q l , . . . ,  q, are in this order in x. Two of these n + 1 states are 
equal. The loop between them is positive and it is an upper subloop of x. [] 
Lemma 6. Any positive loop has a positive simple upper subloop. 
Proof. We shall prove it by induction on the length of the loop. Let x be a positive 
loop. Let us assume that any positive loop shorter than x has a positive simple 
upper subloop. If x is simple, then x is the subloop. If x is not simple, then it goes 
twice through a state q and x can be split in three parts y, z, and t, 
y z t 
x : r - *  q - *  q -*  r, 
such that the two loops yt and z are nonempty and shorter than x. If  z is positive, 
then using the induction hypothesis we can find a simple positive upper subloop 
of z, and hence of x. If  z is not positive, then yt is a positive (for yt is higher than 
or as high as x) upper subloop of x. Using the induction hypothesis we can find a 
simple positive upper subloop of yt, and hence of x. [] 
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By combining Lemmas 5 and 6 we can state the following lemma. 
Lemma 7. I f  x is a path in 9A such that h(x)>~ n, then x has a positive simple upper 
subloop. 
6.1. Construction of  u and v 
Since Iw[ I> n 2, by Lemma 4 we have c = c'c", where h(c') >i n and h(c") <<- -n .  By 
Lemma 7 we know that c' has a simple positive upper subloop. Let u be the leftmost 
such subloop, i.e., the simple positive upper subloop of c' starting at the leftmost 
state in c'. Let a'  be the part of c' preceding this state. In other words, a '  is the 
least prefix of c' such that c' = a 'x ly~x~2. . ,  x~k,  u = x lx2 . . ,  xk is a simple positive 
loop, and y l , . . . ,  Yk-~ are nonpositive loops. (N.B. xl may be empty.) 
Similarly, we define v as the rightmost simple negative lower subloop of c" and 
Y' as the suffix of c" starting at the last state of v. a'  is a prefix of c' and Y' is a 
suffix of c". Hence, they do not overlap in c. Let 8' be such that a '8 'y  '= c. 
We shall now build a, 8, and y by removing loops out of a', 8', and y'. Let 
p = gcd(h(u), -h (v ) ) .  Let us define the finite sequence (ai, 8 ,  Yl) by induction in 
the following way. 
• (no, 8o, 8 ', y'). 
• If [[a~[/,J + [[8i[/n J + [[ Yil/n J < p, then (a~, 8~, 7~) is the last term of the sequence. 
* If tl.,l/nl + tls, I/.J +tly, i/nJ then looking at the n first edges and then at 
the n following edges and so on of a~, 8 ,  and y, we can find L[aii/nJ loops in 
a~, [[8~[/nJ loops in 8 ,  and L[y~[/nJ loops in y~. Thus we get at least p disjoint 
loops. According to Lemma 1, we can choose some of these loops so that the 
sum of their heights is divisible by p. We remove these loops out of a ,  8 ,  and 
y~ and we get ai+~, 8~+~, and Y~+l. 
Since the length of a~y~ decreases at each step, the sequence is finite. Thus we 
define (a, 8, Y) as the last term of this sequence. 
We now have to prove that a, 8, and y have the properties tated in Section 4. 
• Since h (a '8 'y ' )=0 and since, at each step, we have h(ot.J3iyi)-h(ai+lSi+ly~+1) 
[p] ,  it follows that h(aSy)--ffi 0 [p]. 
• We have tlallnJ + tlSllnJ + t lyl l .]  1, hence, 
<~3,+ n(p -1)<~ n(p+ 2). 
We can also see that 181 "(tlsI/nJ ÷ .p. 
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Lemma 8. All the loops removed out of  the ai's are nonpositive. 
Proof. Let us assume the contrary. Let j be the least integer such that % contains a 
positive loop. Therefore, ao, a t , . . . ,  and a~_~ contain no positive loops, and % has 
been obtained from a'  by removing nonpositive loops. Thus it is an upper subpath 
of a'. Hence, the positive loop in o9 is a positive upper subloop of a'. Lemma 6 
tells us that a '  has a positive simple upper subloop, which is then at the left of u 
in c. But u was chosen as the leftmost simple upper subloop of c. This is a 
contradiction. [] 
Lemma 9. h ( a ) < n. 
Proof. Let us suppose that h(a)>~ n. By Lemma 7, a has a positive simple upper 
subloop, which is also an upper subloop of a'  since, by Lemma 8, a is an upper 
subpath of a'.  We conclude as in the previous proof. [] 
Lemma 10. au* c PR(D~*). 
Proof. By removing nonpositive loops, a '  gives a and some prefix of c' gives a'u, 
hence this prefix of c' gives au. Hence, all the states in au have heights at least 
equal to the (nonnegative) heights of the corresponding states in c'. Hence, their 
heights are nonnegative and au e PR(DI*). Since h(u) > 0, we can state that otu* c 
PR(DI*). [] 
Thus 0~ < h(a)  < n. u is a positive simple loop, hence 0< h(u) <~ lul ~ n. Similarly, 
we can prove that -n<h(y)<~0,  0< and v*yc  SU(D~*). By the 
construction it is obvious that au*~v*y c K. 
7. Construction of A and p 
From now on we shall consider a, u, t ,  v, and Y only as words and no longer as 
paths. Let x=h(u)  and y=-h(v ) .  Recall that p=gcd(x ,y) .  Let x '=x/p  and 
y' = y/p. Let w'= auAflv~y. We want 
h(w') = h(a~y)  + Ax - /~y = O. (1) 
Since h(a/~y) is multiple of p, this equation is solvable in Z, and the solutions are 
A = Ao+y'u, /~ =/z0+x'v, (2) 
where (Ao,/~o) is a particular solution and 1, is any integer. We must choose v large 
enough so that A and /~ are nonnegative. Let s=h(a)+Ax-- I f l [b.  Using (1) and 
(2), s can be written as 
s = Ih( Y)I + -I 1o = So + x'y'p  
for some So. 
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Lemma 11.  I f  u is such that )t ~ O, ~ >I O, and s >I O, then w' is in D~*. 
Proof. We know that h(w') = O. We have to show that any prefix of w' is nonnegative. 
Let w' =fg. According to the location of the cut in w', we have three cases. 
Case 1: I f f  is a prefix of au k, then, by Lemma 10, h( f )  1> 0. 
Case 2: If f=  au~'f ' where f '  is a prefix of/3, then h(f ' )>~-[f ib/>- I /31~ hence 
h(f)>~s~O. 
Case 3: If f=  au~'/3f ' where f '  is a prefix of v~'y, then g is a suffix of v~'y. Hence, 
h(g)<~O and h( f )=-h(g)>-0 .  [] 
Since x', y' and x'y'p are positive, A,/z, and s are nonnegative if v is large enough. 
We choose u minimal such that A ~> 0,/~ >I 0, and s t> 0. If  instead of u we would 
have taken 1,-1, then A,/z, and s would have been replaced by A-y ' ,  I~-x ' ,  and 
s -x 'y 'p .  Hence, at least one of these three numbers is negative. Let us show that 
in each of the three resulting cases, A +/~+p<~2n+2.  (We shall use Lemma 2 in 
each case.) 
Case 1: A -y '<0.  Then A <~y'-1;  h(a)<~ n, h(y)<~O, and h(/3) <--- 1/31~pn, hence 
h( a/3y) <~ np+ n. 
Ax' np+ n lz =lx+h(ot/37) <._.. t 
y y' py' 
(a) If y '=  1, then ;t =0,  and we have 
n 
p~<n+- - ,  
P 
)t +/~+p~ < n+(p+p)<~n+(n+l )=2n+l .  
(b) If  y'>~ 2, then 
, n n , 2n 
+7' 
/ ,  2n\  . , . / , 2n\  
+ +7) + -cx +7) -1 
<~(n+l )+(n+2) - l=2n+2.  
Case 2:/~ -x '<  0. This ease is similar to the first case. 
Case 3: s - x'y'p < 0. Then s < x'y'p. 
_ s - h(~) + 1/31~ x 'y 'p  + 1/31~ = y,+ I/3 I~, 
x x x 
_ s - lh( ~)l + l/31. ~ x' y'P + l/31~ _ x'  + 1/31., 
y Y Y 
+ ~, +p~ y'+ x'+'#'---~'+ll ,~,__._~+p,ll 
y x 
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(a) If x ~< y, then we have 
y x 
A"l'p,+p~y'-'t-x'-t I lo÷l lb 
x 
<'Y'+x'+np+P=x x'+-~, +(y'+p) 
<~(n+ l)+(n+ l)=2n+2. 
(b) y <~ x. This case is similar to the previous one. 
Hence, we have built a word w' in D~*n K such that Iw'{<~2n2+4n. The proof 
that pui.(n) <~ 2n2+4n is complete. 
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